
 

†

As of 3/31/2023; Inception—January 1, 2006; Benchmark = S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index; Please note the above returns reflect representative portfolio 
performance. See important disclosures at the end of this presentation. 
Net returns reflect the deduction of the maximum managed account fee of 3.00% which includes the wrap sponsor fee and EquityCompass investment 
management fees. Actual fees may vary. 

3-Mos 6-Mos YTD 1-yr 3-yr 5-yr 10-yr Incp. 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Gross % -1.86 13.84 -1.86 -5.42 15.60 7.45 8.46 6.90 22.16 14.09 0.47 13.35 16.68 -5.23 23.22 -2.24 22.70 -1.80

Net % -2.57 12.26 -2.57 -8.14 12.25 4.32 5.29 3.76 18.68 10.72 -2.44 9.97 13.23 -8.03 19.64 -5.08 19.11 -4.64

Benchmark % -2.65 10.43 -2.65 -6.71 17.23 6.09 8.98 10.10 21.21 20.25 5.56 22.70 12.33 -5.87 20.76 -9.67 25.26 0.93
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE DISCLOSURE 

EquityCompass Investment Management, LLC (“EquityCompass”) claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (“GIPS®”) and has prepared 
and presented this report in compliance with the GIPS standards. EquityCompass has been independently verified for the periods 06/01/14‒12/31/21. The verification 
report is available upon request. A firm that claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedures for complying with all the applicable 
requirements of the GIPS standards. Verification provides assurance on whether the firm’s policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund 
maintenance, as well as the calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the GIPS standards and have been 
implemented on a firm-wide basis. Verification does not provide assurance on the accuracy of any specific performance report. 

Definition of the Firm 
EquityCompass is registered as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The firm provides portfolio broad range of investment strategies to 
individuals, financial intermediaries, and institutions in the United States. EquityCompass, a wholly owned subsidiary of Stifel Financial Corp., was organized as an entity 
in 2007, and has been registered with the SEC since May 5, 2008. SEC Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. Please refer to the firm’s ADV Part 2 
for additional disclosures regarding the firm and its practices. To obtain a GIPS Report or a list of our composite descriptions and/or policies for valuing investments, 
calculating performance, and preparing GIPS reports, please call (443) 224-1231 or send an e-mail to info@equitycompass.com. 

Composite Description 
The performance results displayed herein represent the investment performance record for the Quality Dividend Portfolio Wrap Composite. The composite includes wrap 
and non-wrap accounts that are invested in the composite strategy and managed on a discretionary basis by EquityCompass. Quality Dividend Portfolio strategy is a large
-cap value equity strategy that seeks to provide asset preservation, generate current income and develop growth in current income and intended to provide income-
seeking investors with a superior alternative to investing in bonds. It is available in wrap fee programs through third-party intermediaries (each, a "Sponsor") that have 
engaged EquityCompass to manage client accounts on a discretionary basis or to provide non-discretionary investment recommendations in the form of model 
portfolios. The Composite was created in January 2017 and the inception date is May 1, 2015. 

Benchmark Description 
The benchmark is S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index. As of 10/1/2022 the S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend index measures the performance of the 50 least
-volatile high dividend-yielding stocks in the S&P 500. The index is designed to serve as a benchmark for income-seeking investors in the U.S. equity market. The 
benchmark was retroactively changed for all presented periods from the Russell 1000 Value Index to the S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index.  

Fees 
Gross-of-fees returns, are gross of portfolio management and custody fees and net of all trading costs in the case of non-wrap accounts and those wrap accounts traded 
by EquityCompass. Trading costs are not deducted from gross-of-fee return calculation if the wrap account trades are executed by the Sponsor. Net returns are 
calculated by subtracting the highest applicable wrap fee (3.00% on an annual basis, or 0.75% quarterly) from the gross composite return. The EquityCompass 
management fee schedule per annum is 0.35% on up to 1,000,000, 0.32% on 1,000,000‒2,500,000 million, 0.28% on 2,500,000‒5,000,000, 0.25% on 5,000,000‒
10,000,000, and negotiable over 10,000,000. Clients are typically charged a wrap fee which includes, in addition to the manager fee, trading expenses, as well as custody 
and administrative fees. The wrap fee schedule varies by Sponsor and is available upon request. 

Reporting Currency 
Valuations are computed and performance reported in U.S. dollars (USD). 

Annualized Standard Deviation 
The three-year annualized ex post standard deviation measures the variability of the monthly returns of the composite (gross-of-fee) and the benchmark over the 
preceding 36-month period; it is not presented for periods of less than three years. 

Internal Dispersion 
Internal dispersion is calculated using the asset-weighted standard deviation of annual gross returns of all accounts that were in the composite for the entire year; it is 
not presented for periods less than one year or when there were fewer than five accounts in the composite for the entire year. 

Assets 
Strategy Assets include all discretionary and non-discretionary accounts invested in the Quality Dividend Portfolio strategy. Accounts that are excluded from the 
composite because of significant cash flows or for other reasons are also included in Strategy Assets. This is presented as supplemental information. 

Trademark Disclosures 
GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content 
contained herein. 



 

GENERAL DISCLOSURES 
The information contained herein has been prepared from sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed and is not a complete summary or statement of all 
available data nor is it considered an offer to buy or sell any securities referred to herein. Affiliates of EquityCompass may, at times, release written or oral commentary, 
technical analysis, or trading strategies that differ from the opinions expressed within. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and do not take into 
account the particular investment objectives, financial situation, or needs of individual investors. 

This commentary often expresses opinions about the direction of market, investment sector, and other trends. The opinions should not be considered predictions of 
future results. The information contained in this report is based on sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed and not necessarily complete. All investments 
involve risk, including loss of principal, and there is no guarantee that investment objectives will be met. It is important to review your investment objectives, risk 
tolerance, and liquidity needs before choosing an investment style or manager. Equity investments are subject generally to market, market sector, market liquidity, issuer, 
and investment style risks, among other factors to varying degrees. Fixed Income investments are subject to market, market liquidity, issuer, investment style, interest 
rate, credit quality, and call risks, among other factors to varying degrees. 

It is important to review your investment objectives, risk tolerance, and liquidity needs before choosing an investment style or manager. Changes in market conditions or 
a company’s financial condition may impact a company’s ability to continue to pay dividends. Companies may also choose to discontinue dividend payments. Due to their 
narrow focus, sector-based investments typically exhibit greater volatility and are generally associated with a high degree of risk. Rebalancing may have tax 
consequences, which should be discussed with your tax advisor. Actual performance for a client may differ due to such factors as timing, economic and market 
conditions, cash flows, and client constraints. Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against loss. 

The S&P 500® is regarded as the best single gauge of large-cap U.S. equities. According to our Annual Survey of Assets, an estimated USD 15.6 trillion is indexed or 
benchmarked to the index, with indexed assets comprising approximately USD 7.1 trillion of this total (as of Dec. 31, 2021). The cap weighted index includes 500 leading 
companies and covers approximately 80% of available market capitalization. The S&P Equal Weight Index is based on the S&P 500. All index constituents are members of 
the S&P 500 and follow the eligibility criteria for that index. The S&P EWI is maintained in accordance with the index methodology of the S&P 500, which measures 500 
leading companies in leading U.S. industries. The S&P EWI measures the performance of the same 500 companies, in equal weights. As such, sector exposures in the 
S&P EWI will differ. The S&P 500 Low Volatility High Dividend Index measures the performance of the 50 least-volatile high dividend-yielding stocks in the S&P 500.  The 
index is designed to serve as a benchmark for income-seeking investors in the U.S. equity market. All index returns are shown on a total return basis and assume that all 
cash distributions, such as dividends, are reinvested. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is an unmanaged, price-weighted index that consists of 30 blue chip U.S. 
stocks selected for their history of successful growth and interest among investors. The price-weighted arithmetic average is calculated with the divisor adjusted to 
reflect stock splits and occasional stock switches in the index. The NASDAQ Composite Index, comprised mostly of technology and growth companies, is a market value-
weighted index of all common stocks listed on NASDAQ. Indices are unmanaged, do not include fees and expenses, and it is not possible to invest directly in an index. 
The volatility of the indices identified in this report may be materially different from the volatility of the model portfolios presented by EquityCompass. Indices are 
unmanaged, do not reflect fees and expenses, and are not available for direct investment. 

Representative Portfolio Performance: Returns reflect the performance of two representative portfolios that have been strung together for the life of the strategy. One 
portfolio was selected because it is the oldest account in the strategy with a continuous track record that also did not have large cash flows or mandate changes. The 
other portfolio was selected to capture returns from the strategy’s inception up to the open date of the oldest continuous account referenced above. EquityCompass 
believes the representative performance is useful in terms of presenting the objectives and character of the strategy, however, returns are calculated separately for each 
portfolio, and therefore, performance may differ from one portfolio to another. There is no assurance that EquityCompass will make any investments with the same 
characteristics as the representative account presented. Portfolio 1 reflects returns from 1/1/06 – 3/31/06 and Portfolio 2 reflects returns starting 4/1/06.  Gross-of-fees 
returns are not reduced by any fees, expenses, or transaction costs. Net-of-fees returns are presented after the deduction of the manager fee of 0.50% until 6/30/18 and 
0.35% starting 7/1/18.  There will be additional wrap fees that include trading expenses, as well as custody and administrative fees. The wrap-fee schedule vary by wrap 
sponsor and are available upon request from the respective wrap sponsor.  

†Total assets combines both Assets Under Management and Assets Under Advisement as of March 31, 2023. Assets Under Management represents the aggregate fair 
value of all discretionary and non-discretionary assets, including fee paying and non-fee paying portfolios. Assets Under Advisement represent advisory-only assets 
where the firm provides a model portfolio and does not have trading authority over the assets. 

Past performance does not guarantee future performance or investment results.  

© 2023 EquityCompass Investment Management, LLC, One South Street, 16th Floor, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. All rights reserved. 
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